New Faculty Members

By PAULA MESSIER

As new students have enrolled in Roger Williams this semester and joined our gay college, a number of prominent and respected educators have joined the faculty of our college. Each of these professors is a respected teacher in his own right.

Dr. Rodolphe-Louis Herbet, a new addition to our Philosophy department, taught at Brown University and the University of Colorado before coming to Roger Williams. Dr. Herbet received his Bachelor's degree at Assumption College.

The newest contributor to the field of Education at Rhode Island College and is now continuing with further study at the University of Rhode Island extension school.

Mr. Shuster was a student-teacher in the Barrington School System before joining the Roger Williams faculty. He received his Bachelor's degree at Providence College and is now continuing with further study at the University of Rhode Island extension school.

Mr. Shuster was a student-teacher in the Barrington School System before joining the Roger Williams faculty. He received his Bachelor's degree at Providence College and is now continuing with further study at the University of Rhode Island extension school.

The Psychology department is the new contributor to the faculty family, and for a prospective stay at Roger Williams.

What's Been Going On?

By PAOLA GIORGIANNI

On the social calendar at Roger Williams, events by the sororities and sororities have been sponsored.

During the past month Phi Kappa Sigma sponsored a Sweetheart Ball which was a delightful evening spent at Maria's restaurant. But Terry and his orchestra supplied the music and with Eli Jackson as Sweetheart Queen, the night seemed to have been simply—lovely. The sorority also held a mixer at the Computer House, featuring the Landela which turned out successful.

Toga Phi Fraternity highlighted the opening semester with a Tigerosa-a-go-go at the Venus De Milo. Two groups provided the entertainment; The Landelas and the Masons. The dance was a complete sell-out and everyone who attended enjoyed the evening.

March 46, Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority showered honor on a Senior a-go-go at Maria's restaurant. The various local colleges were invited and for this dance too, the Landelas entered. The sororities first mixer proved to be successful.

TOMORROW

To our friends of Irish extraction, and to their friends, and to all others who join in the warm, kindly celebration of Saint Patrick's Day, we extend our esteem.

Saint Patrick, although he loved the Irish, was not, according to the best authorities, born in Ireland. In that respect he resembles most of the rest of us.

But, inspired by a flaming zeal against paganism and wrongdoing, he crusaded throughout the length and breadth of the Emerald Isle, took the Irish to his heart as completely and thoroughly as they welcomed him.

His deeds and warmth and understanding have come down through the centuries, while accomplishments of kings and dictators have faded into insignificance.

His acceptance by men and women of other races has long delighted the Irish. And characteristically and generously they have always approved the sharing of their day, and their Saint, with all.

Draft Board

To Hold Tests

The Selective Service Board has said that it will be determined to give the college qualifications of draft eligible men who are currently holding educational deferments. Selective service officials have explained that due to the depletion of manpower the board will want to re-evaluate of deferred college students. Similar tests were held at the Korean Conflict and have been put into use as a measure to meet the high draft quotas required by the U. S. involvement in Vietnam.

College students cannot be forced to take these tests but may jeopardize their 2-3 status by renouncing their positions. Details have not been announced as of this time, but offices of the college have been given the tests will be held during March, April and May of 1966. As the very in graduate students at Roger Williams, this newspaper will attempt to keep the student body reasonably well informed on the details of this testing procedure.

Two Year ROTC Program

The Military Science Department of Providence College recently announced that members of the class of 1968 who are planning to continue their education at a four-year institution, which has an Army ROTC program, will be eligible to participate in the ROTC program in their junior and senior years.

Basically the same as the four-year program, except the student must attend a six-week summer camp at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. No credit should be given to these students, ascertained that application for the program must be submitted on or before May 3, 1966.

This is truly a rare opportunity for the interested student and a word of appreciation and credit should be given to those people in the college who had the foresight to institute this program.

Non-Western Philosophy Seminar

OWN LATTIMO, an Asian scholar who has perhaps more intimate contact with INTERIOR China on the level of popular traditions (in contrast to the July 30, 1966, "China mainland") than any other Western observer, will speak Monday, March 30th, at 6:30 p.m., at Brown University, Alumnae Hall-Pembroke campus, Curri. The author of the book is Mr. Lee Verstandig, the dean of the college, and is now continuing with further study at the University of Rhode Island extension school.
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PROFILES

By RICHARD GUGLIELMETTI

DENIS DELUDE—Since coming to Roger Williams in January of 1965, Denis Delude, has been most active in college affairs. Denis being a staff member of the QUILL, Denis finds time to be Vice President of the Iota Phi Delta fraternity. As President of the College of Arts and Sciences, Denis Delude also holds membership in Phi Delta Epsilon fraternity. All these activities and responsibilities, however, do not interfere with his good looks.

RUSSELL JAMES—Russ entered Roger Williams in the fall of 1965. What he has done is to become the student’s pinch hitter. If time permits, he has been known to play a game of baseball and is known to have been a member of the track team. Since coming to Roger Williams, Russ has been very active in organization and has become a member of the golf team. Russ is a member of the Newman Club, Social Editors, Art Editors, and Sports Editors.

The Quill on behalf of the students of Roger Williams would like to thank Dean Delude for the work he has done for the College.

In the last issue of the QUILL it seems that some irrational conjectures have been formulated and published in the College of Arts and Sciences, as detrimental to the task set before me. This column is not, in fact, the place to attempt to correct this error of fact, or to argue against the views of others concerning the practice of recruiting personnel on the basis of political or religious principles.

I finally convinced them of my mistake, however, and hitched a ride with a band of intercampus pacifists who were on their way to picket Concord for student liberation. I was, as usual, vastly disappointed with my performance.

Dear Editor—
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SOLILOQUY

by ROBERT E. GODA

For almost two years I was to the sounds of my age.
And stumbled in the crispness of winter sidewalks,
And my collar was turned all the while
To the ice winds and night lights
With thin smoke bands
In the chorus of minstrel song
That repeated in raised tones
The rains of my neglected loneliness.
And looked for their
And information that my . lead
Superior
And people whispered decisions
As
And history was thrown back to
And mistakes that roared with
Always known
And left them unauthographed,
And girls bought my most pre
And drew but pictures of their
And when life and victory
Made music of their misery
And arenas of their solitude
In
The walls of flame and smoke
Swam and descended into
Concrete solutions
And snakes and seagulls
called
To race curside
And I would wait
Where they
by ROBERT E. GODA

Observation In A Beer Joint

by PETE TAYLOR

As Jake walked through the entlame of Harlem's floor Cafe on forty fifth street, he fought the smile from his face. He could hear the music playing. One could hear the old pine wood floor buckling and tailing back as he walked through the floor which suspended over the dead table.

As Jake walked his weak eyes over the poorly lighted room, he noticed the walls were the same color, and the ceiling, he first started going to the cafe twenty years ago. Old Jake use to look on to his friends he meet there, but no more. Almost all of them are dead. The ones that are not he could not see anyway, because of his eyes and the filthy stained glass.

Jake leaned to one side, reached down, and took from his back pocket a stale crumpled back of Camel's.

"I'll start in tonight with the whiskey.
Jake sat there with his head bent down flicking the ashes from his cigarette, he hit the floor like snow crystals falling in the gutter, he flicked the ashes again, and he noticed his ashtray was dripping with foul smelling cigarette butts. Jake took out his lighter from a cigarette that was barely visible. Suddenly he jumped up from his chair, his ashtray had spilled the cigarette butt.

The bartender was walking over the beer and old Jake took the beer right from his hand. The first thought that came out was: He had smoked the cigarette, but he did not notice it okay quickly with his hand over his mouth, I gathered the old timer either burst his in the room, or he was not paying attention.

No sooner did the bartender get back to the counter, when old Jake coughed: "Make it a deuce.

Jake sat impatiently and looked at the black silhouette pained around the small tables, that were cluttered with empty brown bottles and over filled ashtrays.

Suddenly, Jake jerked his head up like a fish catching air, he knew some of the Harlem Cafe's voices and vulgar phrases. His head went
Down. These were not the voices he knew, but those of the younger drinker echoing the identical word he once heard and spoke. I heard a snarling, and a shouting voice, a language I once heard, and a voice I once thought of.

The bartender had a fat pot from his mouth. He had used them many a year to ease the boredom. I lit another cigarette. The

The bartender had a small grey patch centered right in his bright red four inch nose. He could see in the distance a cloud of smoke revealed the barman's blood shot eyes and his bright red four inch nose. When he smiled the fragments of yellow and mossy green teeth just danced and moved.

When he spoke his teeth went together like two greasy gears

His voice sounded like a portion of everyone voice put together, of everyone voice put together. He probably heard everyone voice put together to form his own.
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Phi Alpha Epsilon

By Richard Guglielmetti

The fraternity was pleased to learn that two of its members were selected for Mr. Veranda's Honor Political Science Seminar. These two brothers are Bruce Butterfield and Denis Dulude. We feel that bringing together added glory to the fraternity these two brothers have helped add to the scholastic prestige of the College.

The bi-annual pledging of the fraternity took place the week of February 22nd. This year

MATH CLUB NEWS

By Richard Guglielmetti

The Jolly Rogers finished out their last five games with a 3-2 record. Overall, the Jolly Rogers have a 9-12 record and are out of their last five games. Sandwiched around a loss to Providence, the Jolly Rogers overcame two overtime losses to Worcester Junior College, Wentworth Junior College, and Johnson & Wales. The men's basketball team has a 5-5 record and has the attention of the college's students.

The pledges led by newly elected President, Bruce Butterfield, and Sergeant at Arms, Michael Landre, and Wayne Wiggins, are the best pledges the fraternity has had in its history.

The fraternity decided to take on a more mature system of pledging. The pledges led by newly elected President, Bruce Butterfield, and Sergeant at Arms, Michael Landre, and Wayne Wiggins, are the best pledges the fraternity has had in its history.

The brothers of OAE plan a day trip to Saratoga Springs for the baseball game. If the challenge is accepted, the students will have the opportunity to visit the Saratoga Springs race track, the home of the Jolly Rogers, and the site of the Saratoga Horse Racing Festival. The trip is expected to take place on the first of May.

The fraternity decided to continue its tradition of pledging and the new officers are: President, Bruce Butterfield; Vice President, Michael Landre; and Secretary, Denis Dulude. The brothers of OAE are looking forward to a successful spring season and are excited about the opportunities that the new officers will bring to the fraternity.